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Engaging Effectively with Local Government




2. Inside the black box
3. Information overload
4. Linking outputs to outcomes
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 just ignore them
The more of these factors you can prepare
your government counterparts to address,
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How to stand out in a crowded field
- Draft a “1-pager” explaining your research and when it can be useful
• Focus on text that local government staff can copy/paste into a memo
- Governments hate surprises; disclose key hidden/underlying assumptions
• For example, use default weightings or ranges instead of giving fixed values
• Leave flexibility for the ‘end-user’ (staff) to align potentially inconsistent aspects with their 
government’s previous positions
Information Overload …
Linking Outputs to Outcomes
Linking Outputs to Outcomes
- Output: Protected area
- Outcome: Clean drinking water, lower treatment cost
Linking Outputs to Outcomes
- Output: Protected area
- Outcome: Clean drinking water, lower treatment cost
- We need to be able to explain what your approach ‘sells’ ...
- … and why decision-makers would want to ‘buy’ it
Linking Outputs to Outcomes
A word of caution…
It’s not always this easy…
Works for a broad range of policy challenges: 
          flood prevention, conservation, etc. etc.
Addressing Risk and Uncertainty 
- Historically: “There is a risk that …”              
- Emerging best practice: “X% chance of Y for Z Years”
- Do not ignore it…
• Default assumption will be that risks are great
• Even crude estimates are better than nothing
27
Final Thoughts
- Few governments want to be first…
• ‘Safer’ to build on what has come before
• Low-risk pilot?
- High risk / uncertainty can be overcome by tying payments to successful outcomes
• ‘Pay for success’ approaches are slowly catching on …
• … lower risk of perceived waste
- Innovative approaches can change the incentives facing decision-makers
• Linking bond (coupon) payments to environmental/social performance/outcomes
• Think about the groups inside the “black box” and why they might object
Questions?
Questions?           Gabriel.Mastico@metrovancouver.org
